
Fresher’s party report -2018-19 

“Fresher’s Party” in any college is an event which every student eagerly awaits from their 

time of admission. The 11th of September 2018 was as a memorable day in the life of every 

fresher of B.Tech batch 2018-19 at SVKM’S NMIMS MPSTME Shirpur campus. The fresher’s 

day was filled with excitement, joy, music, enthusiasm, laughter and happiness. The dress 

code for the fresher’s day was “dress your best”. 

The celebration started at sharp 1730 hour at the MPTP Theater (Auditorium) by our 

anchors Nupur and Tanmay with the warm welcome of all the dignitaries and the jury 

present in the function. This was followed by the Saraswati pooja and lamp lightening by 

the Dignitaries. Followed by this the welcome speech was given by Shashi Kumar Aghav, 

and the fresher were formally welcomed into the NMIMS Family, the jury and other guests 

of honors were also introduced. 

Events started with solo singing performances by some of the best singers of second year. 

After this all the other participants of this great evening came up with their unique ramp 

walk in pairs. There were about 15 participants including 7 girls and 8 boys. They 

introduced themselves one by one in the allotted time which was 1 min per contestant. All 

of them were impressive in their own way.   

Later on the Fun team lead by Manik and Tanmay took on the stage in their funny way of 

attracting the audience towards them and adding cherry to the pie. Also, both the anchors 

went up to the audience and asked them random question which any one would answer. All 

of them enjoyed a lot. 

After this, all the 15 participants came up on the stage with their hidden talent and 

performed one by one. Second round of performances went on very well. Two dance teams 

performed after this, which provided jury with sufficient time for deciding the results. The 

dance performance were very much exciting to watch. 

After the dance performance, results were declared and out of 15 contestants, 8 of them 

including 4 boys and 4 girls were finally selected for the final question-answer round. The 

jury asked some mind twisting questions and some of them were able to tackle them very 

well. This question round took place twice. This was the final stage and after which all the 8 

contestants were eagerly waiting to know the results. 

Once the results were out, it was the stage of achievement for the contestants. The winners 

of Mr. and Ms. Fresher were Prasad Joshi and Vishwa Babariya, respectively. The other 

awards given were 

Mr. Swagger.  Umar Asif 
Ms. Swagger. Anajli Chaliha 
Best outfit. Neetima Gautam 
Best entertainer.  Aditya Shankar 
Mr. Personality. Anand Pratap Tiwari 
Ms. Personality.  Riya Nimje 



 
All awards were given by the jury to the respective students, with the trophies to all, 

including sachets and gifts for Mr. and Mrs. Fresher along with the trophies. 

Finally, the vote of thanks was given by Ashutosh Dhaka.  

The entire event was covered by the Atminits team with their excellent photography skills. 
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